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Abstract: 

An expression for the semiclassical density of 

states for a particle in a smooth potential well is ob

tained from the Kirkwood expansion of the partition func

tion. This expression for the semiclassical density of 

states is then shown to be essentially equivalent to the 

expression obtained from the Green's function method of 

Balian and Bloch. 

The Strutinsky shell correction to the nuclear 

binding energy is then analytically shown to be equivalent 

to the shell correction obtained from a consideration of 

the semiclassical partition function if certain restric

tions on the Strutinsky smoothing parameter can be met. 
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CHAPTER I 


INTRODUCTION 

Although the nuclear binding displays a smooth de

pendence on mass number and proton number that is well re

" produced bythe liquid-drop mass formulae (von Weizsacker, 

1935, and Bethe, 1936) there is a small systematic struc

ture superimposed on this smooth trend due to the grouping 

of single-particle levels. These deviations are called 

shell corrections to the liquid-drop model and greatly affect 

the stability of heavy and superheavy nuclei. 

The shell corrections are usually calculated by 

means of the Strutinsky prescription (Strutinsky, 1967, 1968). 

In this method one first considers the single-particle quan

tum mechanical density of states. One then finds a smoothed 

density of states by replacing each delta function in the 

single particle quantum mechanical density of states by a 

Gaussian multiplied by a curvature function. The shell cor

rection is found by taking the difference between the energy 

calculated from the single particle quantum mechanical den

sity of states and the energy calculated from the smoothed 

single particle density of states. 

Other methods have been proposed for finding the 

shell corrections. These methods include an extended W.K.B. 

method (Balian et al. 1970, 1971), an extended Thomas-Fermi 
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method (Tyapin, 1970, 1972, Gross, 1972) and the entropy 

method (Ramamurthy). Another method, the partition func

tion method (Bhaduri et al. 1971) is somewhat similar to 

the Strutinsky method in that they both deal with the single

particle density of states. In the partition function method 

one finds the smoothed density of states from the corres

ponding semiclassical single-particle partition function. 

In chapter two of this thesis we find an expression 

for the semiclassical single-particle partition function for 

the case where we have an infinite potential that is a 

smooth function of the position. The single-particle semi

classical density of states is then calculated from this 

partition function. This expression for the semiclassical 

density of states is then shown to be valid for the case 

of a finite well if the energy being considered is below 

the top of the well. The equivalence between this semi

classical density of states and the one obtained by Balian 

et al. (1971) is demonstrated. 

In chapter three we first describe the Strutinsky 

method of finding shell corrections and then show analyti

cally that the shell correction obtained by the partition 

function approach is the same as the shell correction ob

tained by the Strutinsky method. This was demonstrated 

numerically by Bhaduri et al. (1971) for a few model cases 

where the semiclassical partition function is analytically known; 

chapter three is a general proof of this equivalence and 
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lends some insight into the Strutinsky smoothing procedure. 



CHAPTER II 

THE SEMICLASSICAL SINGLE-PARTICLE DENSITY OF STATES 

2.1 	 The Semiclassical Single-particle Partition 
Function. 

The single-particle partition function, Z CS) , is qm
-Se: 

given by , Z ( S ) = L: e n where e: are the single particleqm n n 

energy levels and S is the reciprocal of kT where k is the 

Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. The sum runs over 

all energy levels including degeneracies. The single-particle 

partition function is thus just the Laplace transform of 

single-particle density of states as can be seen by writing 

the partition function as follows: 

oo -Se: 
= j 

00

e-SE[~ o(E-En)]de: = e gqm(e:)de: ,J 
0 	 0 

This 	equation also defines the quantum mechanical density 

of states, g (e:).qm 

Now we want an expression for the semiclassical 

single particle partition function. It is convenient for this 

purpose to express Zqm(S) in the following form (Grossman, 

p. 302): 

i -+ + 
- ~ p.r 3 31z qm (13) = e v(S)d pd r , ( 2.1)

h3 JJ 
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-+ -+where p and r are the momentum and the position respectively 

and v(S) is given by the Bloch equation (Bloch, 1932): 

av 
Hv + as= 0 I 

i -+ -+ 
p.r 

subject 	to the boundary conditions lim v(S) = efi and 
S-+O 

-+ 
v goes to zero in the limit as the absolute value of r 

goes to infinity. In the above equation H denotes the 

Hamiltonian operator for the system. The Hamiltonian must 

have a discrete spectrum for this discussion to be valid. 

If the potential is finite the spectrum will not be dis

crete and thus this case must be discussed separately. 

To see that eq. (2.1) is valid consider the solution 

of the Bloch equation given by: 

-+ -S£ 

v = l: a f (r) e n 

I
n n 
n 

where fn(~)is the normalized eigenfunction, with eigenvalue 

£n' of the corresponding time independent Schr~dinger equation: 

-+ -+
Hfn(r) = £nfn(r) , 

The coefficients, a , defined by the condition at $=0, are 
n 

given by: 

Substituting this expression for an into the expression for 
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v we obtain: 

i + +, 
+ + -SEn n p.r

\) = ( l: f (r) f (r') e ) e
J n 

n n 

i + + 
- 11 p.r

Now we multiply v by e , integrate with respect to 

p and r and thereby obtain: 

i -+ + 
p. (r' -r)3 3vd pd r = fIJe1i (E f (~)f Ct: 1

)n n 
n 

, 

The integrations can now be done by realizing that the p 

integration gives a delta function and that the f 's are n 

normalized. The result is: 

i + + ' 
-"flp.r 3 3 

fJ
e vd pd r = 


Dividing by h 3 we obtain eq. (2.1) and thus have shown that 

it is valid. This proof of eq. (2.1) shows clearly the role 

of the condition at S=O. It also shows that the spatial 

boundary conditions must be the same for both the Bloch 

equation and the Schr8dinger equation. 

A semiclassical approximation for Z can now be 

found by obtaining an approximate solution of the Bloch 

equation valid for small..fi.. This was done by Kirkwood (1933) 

for the case where the potential, ~(r), is a smooth function 

http:small..fi
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-+
of r. The following solution for v was obtained: 

v 'V 
'V 

4 

+;(p.'i7)2¢] + ~ (p.'i7¢)2} + •••• )1 


where m is the mass of a particle. When this expression is 

substituted in eq. 2.1 the following result is obtained 

(Kirkwood, 1933) : 

+ •••••• ] • 

The first term is just the classical partition function while 

the next terms are semiclassical corrections. 

2.2 The Classical Density of states 

The semiclassical single particle density of states 

can now be obtained by taking the Laplace inverse of the 

semiclassical partition function. This will be done term 

by term starting with the classical term. 

The classical term is the first term in the semi-

classical expansion (Bhaduri et al. 1971) even when the 

Kirkwood expansion is not valid. As such it holds 
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considerable interest and therefore we will work out what 

the contribution from this term looks like in two specific 

situations (where the Kirkwood expansion is not valid) as 

well as its general form. 

To illustrate the way the density of states is ob

tained for the second two terms we will obtain the classi

cal density of states from the first term in Kirkwood expan

sion. It is given by: 

(2rrm)3/2 f 
h3 

where £,-1 denotes the Laplace inverse. It should be noted 

that the energy scale must be such that the minimum value 

of ¢ is zero. If the potential goes to infinity as the 

absolute value of r goes to infinity the Laplace inverse 

can be taken inside the integral sign. The Laplace inverse 

can now be taken and the following results obtained: 

3 + +
d r le:-¢(r) u(e:-¢(r)), ( 2. 2)

J 

+
where u(e:-¢(r)) is the Heaviside unit step function. 

We will now consider two examples. The first is a 

spherical well with sloping walls: 

<I> (r) 
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Substituting this expression for the potential into eq. (2.2) 

and doing the integral we obtain: 

2 
3/2 ro 

£  a 

7/28 e:5/2 ro + 16 £ 
+ 15 2 ---sa 105 a 

The first term is the classical result for an infinite 

spherical well. The rest of the terms are corrections 

3resulting from the sloping walls. The factor r in the
0 

first term shows that it is a .volume term. Ths case of 

the rest of the terms is not so clear. The powers of r 0 

in the next two terms cause them to look like surf ace and 

curvature terms. The factor of l/a, which has units of 

length over energy, in the second term indicates that this 

term can be thought of as a volume term due to an effective 

thickness of the surface. Similarly the third term can be 

thought of as a volume term. The final term is just the 

volume term that would arise if r were zero. Thus in this0 

case the classical term can be thought of either as a volume 

termoras a combination of volume, surface, curvature and 

constant term. 

A similar situation exists for the case of a spherical 
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well with parabolic sides: 

0 
-+ 


¢(r) = 1 2 + 2

{ w m(jrj-r )2 0 

The classical density of states in this case is given by: 

( 2m) 3/2 £3/2
( 2m) 3/2 ro 

gc£, (c) = 3'1Tfl3 2 '1T 1i.33 w 	 m 

2£+ 
2w311. 3 

A similar analysis to that given for the last example holds. 

2.3 	 Semicl~ssical Corrections to the Classical Density of 
States. 

The contribution to the density of states from the 

second and third terms in the Kirkwood expansion will now 

be calculated. The second term in semiclassical density of 

states is: 

( 2. 3) 

The Laplace inverse in this expression is diff~cult to do 

S2because of the factor in the 	numerator. We will first 

s2consider the situation when the factor is absent. Then 

the Laplace inverse can be taken inside the integral and 
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done explicitly, giving the following result: 

(2.4) 

To obtain the Laplace inverse of the expression given in 

eq. (2.3) consider the second derivative with respect to s 

of the expression on the right-hand side of eq. (2.4), 

take the Laplace transform (Abramowitz et al. p.1020) of 

it with respect to s.arid hence obtain: 

s'=O+ 

2aJ3 2 r--r-- ~ ~ d r V ¢ vs-¢ u(s-¢);.rr as 

s=O+ 
• 

In all cases the second term in this expression will be zero 

because u(s-¢) will equal zero unless ¢=s'=O. The first term 

is just the expression we want the Laplace inverse of. There

fore we solve for the first term, take the Laplace inverse 

of both sides and substitute into eq. (2.3) thereby obtaining: 

112 [~g 2 (s) = - <
2

m> Jd
3

r Is-¢ v2¢ u(s-¢) 
24TI 2-fl o£ 

2 

3 2 
+ o(s) 0 ~1 fd r IE"-"¢ v ¢ u(s'-¢) J 

£I =O + • 

c [2..
/IT 

= 
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The third term in the semiclassical density of 

states is given by: 

= (2:rrm) 3/2 

192TI3mfi 

The Laplace inverse can be taken by the same method as the 

Laplace inverse in the second term, and the following re

sult obtained: 

2 
+ O' (£) 3 ~, Ja 3

r (V<l>l l£q u(E'-<I>) I + 

£_'=0 

d2 
+ 0(£)--2 

d £I 

( 2. 5) 

The contribution to the density of states from the 

second and third terms can be combined by the use of Green's 

first identity. To do this we will apply Green's first 

identity to the integral in eq. (2.3) and get the following 

result (Landau et al. p.97): 

J 3 e- 13 <1> 2 3 (V¢) (Ve-f3<1>)
=d r f3 372 V <!> -Jd r f33/2 

(V<j>) 2 -f3¢ 
r = sJa3 

3/2 e • 
f3 
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This is valid when v2¢ is continuous and Vcj>e-S¢ goes to 

zero faster than l/r
2 

as the absolute value of r goes to in

finity. If we now take the Laplace inverse of both sides 

we have the following result: 

( 2. 6) 

The second term in eq. (2.3) contains the right-hand side of 

eq. (2.5) evaluated at E=O, but this must be zero because as 

we have seen the left-hand side of eq. (2.6) evaluated at 

E=O is zero. The use of eq. (2.6) allows the sum of the first 

three term in semiclassical density of states to be written 

in any of the three following forms: 

( 2m)3/2 I 3 (2m)l/2 [ 1 03 
g Cd = d r v'E-cp u(E-cjl} + - 

SC 41T2fl.3 241T2fl. 2 oE3 
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u(e:-¢) + o(e:) 

(2m) 3/2 f 3 (2m)l/2Ll"'3 f 3 2= d r le:-¢ u(e:-cp)- ~ d r(\7¢) le:-cp
2 3 2 34 rr fl. 4 arr 11 ae: 

(2.7) 

2.4 The Case of a Finite Potential 

We now have the first few terms in the semiclassical 

expansion of the density of states for a particle in a smooth 

infinite well. Next we will extend the results to the case 

of a finite well. In this case the integrals in the express

ion for the partition function do not converge. To avoid 

this difficulty we replace the finite potential, ¢, with the 

infinite potential ¢ = ¢ - (1-ear) • If we are dealing with a 

energies below the top of the well the Heaviside unit step 
, 

functions limits the r integration to a finite region of 

space. If a is small enough ¢ and ¢ will be approxia 

mately equal in this region. 

Consider for example the first integral in the first 

part eq. (2.7). Upon substitution of ¢ for ¢ in the originala 
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Hamiltonian, this integral becomes: 

If £ is an energy below the top of the well we can take 

limit of this expression as a goes to zero and obtain the 

original expression. If £ is above the top of the well, 

¢, the integral diverges as a goes to zero. A similar 

analysis holds for the other terms. Thus we have unam

biguously defined a semiclassical density of states for 

energies below the top of the well. This is of some in

terest in obtaining a smoothed density of states for shell 

corrections to nuclear binding energy as other methods of 

finding the smoothed density of states run into diff i

culties (Ross et al. 1972). The semiclassical result how

ever is difficult to use if there is a spin orbit inter

action. 

2.5 	 Comparison of Results of Kirkwood Expansion and W.K.B 
Approximation. 

The Kirkwood expansion used to obtain the semi-

classical partition function is similar (Kirkwood, 1933) 

to the W.K.B. solution of the Schr8dinger equation. It 

will now be shown that the density of states obtained here 

is the same as that obtained by the extended W.K.B. solution 

' 
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of Balian et al. (1970, 1971). We now consider part one 

of eq. (2.7) and take only the smooth part (i.e. we neglect 

the terms containing delta functions). Instead of having 

the Heaviside unit step functions limit the range of integra

tion we can take the real part of the square root before 

integrating. The result is: 

3 
3 2 1 a f 3 r-:- 2]d r Re(/£-¢) V ¢+2 ~ d r Re(vE-¢) (V¢) ,J (') E: 

where Re denotes the real part of the quantity in brackets. 

Next we replace £ inside the square roots by E+iy where y 

is a real number and take the limit as y goes to zero. The 

limit can be taken outside integral and done after the deri

vative because both the limit and the integral are uniformly 

convergent. The following result is obtained: 

(2 ) 3/2 J 3 ( 2m) 1/2
lim d r Re(IE+iy-¢) +~ 3 2y+O ( 4 TI :.ri 241T 11 
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For non-zero y the derivatives can be taken inside the 

integrals and done explicitly. Replacing E+iy by z and 

combining the second two integrals we have: 

(2m) 
3

/ 
2 J 3lim Re ( lz-4>)2 3 d r 

y-+O ( 4 TI fl 

3(~4>)2 1)
(z-4>) 5/2j • 

This result is now the same as that obtained Balian et al. 

(1971) • The two methods are thus equivalent at least to 

this order. 



CHAPTER III 


STRUTINSKY 	 SMOOTHING AND THE PARTITION 


FUNCTION APPROACH 


3.1 The Strutinsky Method. 

In this section the Strutinsky and Partition func

tion methods of obtaining the shell correction are described. 

The Strutinsky smoothed single-particle density of states, 

denoted by g(E), is obtained from a density of states, g(E), 

by Gaussian smoothing modulated with a curvature function: 

g(E) 

In this expression g(E) can be either the single-particle 

density of states, denoted gqin(E), or the single-particle 

semiclassical density of states, g (E). It should be noted
SC 

that in this chapter g (E) and the corresponding partition
SC 

function, Z (S), are considered to have more terms than
SC 

those discussed in chapter 2. The exact number of terms 

will be discussed later. The L112 is an associated Laguerren 

polynomial (Abramowitz et al. p.775); y is the smoothing para

meter. The Strutinsky smoothed quantum mechanical density 

of states is denoted by gqm (E), and the Strutinsky smoothed 

semiclassical density of states is denoted by g (E).
SC 

18 
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If the lower limit in the integral in eq. (3.1) 

is replaced by -oo and g(s') is a polynomial of order less 

than or equal to 2n+l then g(s') will equal g(s') (Strutinsky 

1967, 1968 and Tsang 1969). This is called the self-consis

tancy condition for the Strutinsky method. 

Two energies E and E are now defined by the follow

ing equations: 

J
µ 

E = Jµsg(s)ds E = sg(s)ds (3. 2} 

0 

The lower limit in the second integral must be minus infinity 

because g(s)is non-zero for negative €. Energies calculated 

from gq1n ( s) and g (s} will be denoted E and E respectivelyqm qm qm 

while those calculated from gsc (€} and gsc(s) will be denoted 

E and E The chemical potentials µ and µ are defined by
SC SC 

the two following equations: 

1 ( 3. 3}N = I: g(E}dE 

where N is the number of particles. 

I.n the Strutinsky method the shell correction is 

found by subtracting Eqm from Eqm• This difference must be 

independent of y over a considerable range of y if the 

Strutinsky method is to be valid. In the partition function 

method the shell correction found by subtracting E from E •
SC qm 

The name "partition function method" comes from the fact gsc(E), 
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which is used to calculate E , can be found by taking the 
SC 

Laplace inverse of the semiclassical expansion of the parti

tion function. 

To show that the two methods are equivalent we must 

show that E equals Eqm This is done in two steps. In 
SC 

section 3.2 we show that g(E) and g (E) are equal if y is
SC 

large enough and hence E equals E • The proof is then comqm SC 

pleted in section 3.3 where it is shown that E and E are
SC SC 

equal if y is not too large. 

3.2 Smoothing and the Partition Function. 

In this section we show that E and E are equal
SC qm 

by a consideration involving the quantum mechanical and 

semiclassical partition functions. We start by taking the 

two-sided Laplace transform of g(E) (see appendix), obtaining: 

~ foo_ooe-SE "'[g(E)] = g(E)de: 

2 
00 -ye= Z (S) J e-Syy 	 - (3. 4) 

liT-oo 

where S is the transform variable and Z(S)is the Laplace 

transform of g(e:), thus it is just the partition function 

corresponding to g(e:). The partition function corresponding 

to g (£) will be denoted z (S). , 
qm 	 qm 
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The integral in eq. (3.4) is done in the appendix and 

the following expression obtained: 

2 2 
/ 4£[g(c:)] = Z(f3)ef3 y 

Here pn(f3y) is the polynomial of order 2n in the variable Sy. 

We now consider the identity: 

The inverse Laplace transform can be written as (Van der Pol 

et al. p.16): 

1 

21Ti ' 

where c is a constant chosen such that the line of in

tegration lies in the strip of convergence of the Laplace 

transform. In this case c can be any positive number. 

Writing out the above identity explicitly we have: 

c+ioo 2 2 
g(c:).=£-1[ .t[g (c:)]]=2l· Z(f3) e8 y /4

11']. J 
c-i00 

(3.5) 

In eq. (3.5) we make the substitution B = c+ix and obtain: 

2 2 
ec y /4+cc: Joo . -x2y2/4 eixcy2/2 ixc: 

g ( ) = 2 1T . Z(c+ix)e. ec: 

x Pn [ (c+ix) y] dx. ( 3. 6) 
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2 2/4
Due to the presence of the factor e-x y the only signi

ficant contribution to the integral comes from x near zero. 

(Gross, 1972). Also since the positive parameter c can 

be chosen as small as we like as long as it is not zero, we 

see that the integral depends only on Z(S) near S=O. 

We now consider an expansion of the quantum mechani

cal partition function valid for small S. One such expansion 

that has been used (Bhaduri et al. 1971) is the semiclassical 

expansion given by: 

+ ••• ) , (3. 7) 

where Z (S) is the classical partition function and the X's c 

are defined in terms of the one body potential. Other ex
\ 

pansions valid for small S, such as a Laurent expansion, could 

also be used, but we will use the semiclassical expansion in 

this thesis for the sake of definiteness. If y is large 

enough, the integral in eq. (3.6) has almost the same value 

whether Zqm(S) or z SC (S)is · used in it. If Zqm(S) is used the 

smooth density of states obtained is gqm{E) while g SC (E) is 

obtained if zsc ( S} is used. Thus it follows that g (E)
qm 

and g (E) are approximately equal, and hence the energy,
SC 

E qm' calculated from gqm(E) is the same as the energy, Esc' 

calculated from gsc(E). From eq. (3.7) we see that zsc(S) 

and hence g (E) consists of an infinite number of terms. 
SC 

Only those terms that do not make a significant contribution 
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to the energy calculated from gsc (e:) _can be neglected. 

For example, the first three terms must be kept for a harmonic 

oscillator although the third term is a derivative of a delta 

function. 

It should be noted that we have not implied that the 

two partition functions are approximately equal for all S, in 

fact they differ considerably for large s. 
The equivalence of E and E was checked numericqm SC 

ally for the case of an axial synunetric deformed harmonic 

- -oscillator well. The solid line in fig. 1 shows E -E qm SC 

as a function of y for three different particle numbers. 

The lower bound on y in case is seen to be about lhw. 

/ 
3.3 Strutinsky Smoothed Semiclassical Density of States. 

In this section we will show that the energies 

E and E are the same. This, is done in two steps; first
SC SC 

it is shown that the chemical potentials are the same in 

both cases and then this fact is used to show that the 

energies are the same. 

From eq. (3.3) we see that the condition for the 

chemical potentials to be equal is: 

Jµ g (e:)de: - Jµ g (e:)de: = 0 • ( 3. 8)
O SC _ SC 

00 
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The second integral in this expression will now be consider

ed. Let us denote it by IN. Substituting for g
SC 

(e:) in IN 

from eq. (3.1) we obtain: 

- (e: - e: I ) .2I y 2 
g ( e: ') _e______ 

SC ~ yr1T 

We now change the order of integration and substitute y=(e:-e:')/y 

to obtain: 

oo J(µ-e:')/y -y2 
= de:' g (e:') _e~- Ll/2(y2)dy • 

SC _ r= nJ 00 v 1T 
0 

The e:' integration is now done by parts and the following 

result obtained: 

2 00
e:' ,(µ-e:' )/y e -y 1/2 2 

g (e:")de:" -L (y)dyf rO SC -oo rn-- n 

0 

The first term is zero at the lower limit because the range of 

integration of the first integral goes to zero when e:' = o. 

The situation at the upper limit is not so clear. As .E' goes 

to infinity the second integral goes to zero but the first in

tegral tends to diverge. Fortunately the second integral goes 

to zero fast enough to make the term equal to zero in most 

cases of interest. 
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The second term is more interesting as it makes a 

finite contribution to IN. Due to the Gaussian the only 

significant contribution to integral comes from £' near µ, 

the size of the region determined by y and g (£"). If 

f 
£' sc 


g (£ 11 )d£" can be approximated by a polynomial in this 

O SC 

region then it can be replaced by that polynomial everywhere 

without affecting the value of the integral. Similarly the 

lower limit can be replaced by and the polynomial approxi- 00 

mation extended to regions of negative£'~ If y is small 

enough for the polynomial used in the approximation to be of 

order 2n + 1 or less then the self-consistency condition for 

Strutinsky smoothing gives us: 

g (£I) d£ I (3.9)1fµ 
SC 

0 

thus proving eq. (3.8). 

Now we consider the energies E and E defined by
SC SC 

eq. (3.2). As µ andµ are equal the condition for Esc and Esc 

to be equal is: 

Jµe:g (£)de: - Jµ e:g (e:)de: = 0 (3.10)
SC0 SC -oo 

As with eq. (3.8) we substitute for g {£) from eq. (3.1),
SC 

change the order of integration and make the substitution 

y = (e:-£')/y to obtain the following form for eq. (3.9): 

µ (1-1-e:'}/y -y2 2 
e:g ( e:) d£ de:'g (e:'>°f (e:'+yy) _e_Ll/2(y }dy=OJ SC SC ./if n 

0 -oo 
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This difference will now be denoted IE. Both the E and.the 

£ 
1 integrations are now done by parts and the following re

sults obtained: 

IE -{ gsc(s')ds' - J:[J>sc(s')ds}s 


l e -y 
2 

Ll/i ( 2 ) d dE 1n y y 

Since the third term is just µ times IN eq. 3.9 shows that it 

is approximately equal to the first term. The fourth term is 
E' 

IN with g (£ 1 
) replaced by g (E")dE" and thus it is seen 

SC O SCJ EI 

to be approximately equal to the second term if I g (E")dE"· SC 
0 

can be approximated by a polynomial of order less than 2n+l for 

£ 1 near µ. Thus IE is approximately equal to zero and Esc 

and E are approximately equal. This was checked numerically
sC 

for the case of an axially symmetric deformed harmonic oscil

lator and a plot of Esc-Esc against y for three different 

particle numbers is shown by the dashed line in fig. 1. The 

upper limit on y is seen to be less than 3~w and to increase 

with particle number. 

3.4 Conclusions. 

It has now been shown that if certain restrictions 

It follows 
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immediately that E and E are approximately equal, and qm SC 

hence the Strutinsky procedure yields the same shell corrections 

as the partition function approach. 

There are two restrictions placed on y. The first is 

a lower bound associated with part one of the proof. The 

second is an upper bound associated with the second part of 

the proof. If these two restrictions are met, the Strutinsky 

shell correction will be independent of y and equal to the 

shell corrections obtained by the partition function approach. 
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Figure Caption 

Fig. 1 A plot of 6E, representing E - E (solid line) and 
qm SC 

E - E {dotted line), as a function of y for
SC SC 

4,20 and 100 particles in an axially symmetric 

harmonic oscillator well with a deformation para

meter of 0.4. Both 6E and y are expressed in units 

of hw. The range of y for which E and E are 
qm SC 

equal can be seen by comparing the solid and dotted 

lines. 
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APPENDIX 

Here we consider the Laplace transform of: 

2 2 
e-(£-£') /y 1/2 2 2 g(£) ------ Ln [(£-£ ') /y l 

y/TI 

Taking the Laplace transform of both sides we have: 

00 

£.[g(E)] = e-S£ g(E)dE = e-SE d£J d£'g(£')J: J: 
00 00 

0 

x 

where the two-sided Laplace transform is used because g(E) 

is not zero for£ lei:sthan zero. By changing the order of 

£ 1integration and making the change of variable £ = + yy 

we obtain: 

2 

J:oo e-S(yy+£ 1 )e-y Ll/2(y2)dyf,(g(E)] = Joo g ( £ I ) d£ I 
fi n0 

2 
-SE 1 Joo -Byy 

-yJoo g (£I) e d£ I ~ ~ L1/2 (y2) dy= 
fi n 

0 -oo 

The second integration is independent of £ 1 
• The first integral 

is just the one-side Laplace transform of g(E'), that is the 

partition function Z(S). Thus we have: 
2oo -y 


£Cg(£)]= Z(S) e-Syy _e_ L~/ 2 (y 2 }dy •
J-oo /TI 
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Now we consider the y integral: 

A.l 

n 
2: 

m=O 

By using identities (Abramowitz et al. p.785) involving the 

associated Laguerre polynomial we obtain: 

(-1) n
and: = , 2n H2n(x) 

n. 2 

These two equations can be combined to give: 

n m 

l/2(x2) = 2: (-l) H (x) •


L. , 22m 2mn m=O m. 

Substituting this in eq. (A.l) we obtain: 

The integral is the two-sided Laplace transform of 
e-y2 . . 
~ a 2m{y), given by Van der Pol et al. (p.83) to be 
(iT . 2 2 
(yB)2m ey B /4 We now obtain: 

n (-1) m 2 a 2 2/4(y B) m eµ YI = 2:y , 2mm=O m. 2

where pn (yB) is a polynomial of order 2n in yf3. 
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